UNLEASHING INDONESIA’S TRADITIONAL KNOWLEDGE: Navigating Legal Challenges in a Changing Landscape
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Abstract: As a country blessed with abundant cultural elements, Indonesia holds the potential to harness traditional knowledge for the betterment of its people's lives. Unfortunately, this concept is often forgotten within Indonesian society and faces various challenges that jeopardize cultural heritage. Hence, the objective of this study is to analyze the significance of traditional knowledge and the legal hurdles that arise in regulating this concept within Indonesia's intellectual property rights framework. The findings of this normative legal research demonstrate that traditional knowledge holds great importance for Indonesian society, particularly amidst the accelerating impacts of globalization, which pose a threat to cultural heritage. Taking a legislative approach, there is an urgent need for a normative framework to protect traditional knowledge as a communal intellectual asset in order to realize the implicit recognition reflected in the constitution, the 1945 Constitution.
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Abstrak: Sebagai negara dengan kekayaan unsur budaya yang melimpah, Indonesia memiliki potensi untuk memanfaatkan pengetahuan tradisional guna meningkatkan kehidupan warganya. Konsep ini sering terlupakan dalam masyarakat Indonesia dan menghadapi berbagai masalah yang mengancam warisan budaya. Oleh karena itu, penelitian ini bertujuan untuk menganalisis pentingnya pengetahuan tradisional dan tantangan hukum yang muncul dalam mengatur konsep tersebut dalam kerangka hukum Indonesia tentang hak kekayaan intelektual. Hasil penelitian hukum normatif menunjukkan bahwa pengetahuan tradisional memiliki arti penting bagi masyarakat Indonesia, terutama di tengah dampak percepatan globalisasi yang mengancam warisan budaya. Menurut pendekatan peraturan perundang-undangan, sangat diperlukan konstruksi normatif untuk melindungi pengetahuan tradisional sebagai kekayaan intelektual bersama guna merealisasikan pengakuan implisit yang tercermin dalam konstitusi, Undang-Undang Dasar 1945.
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Introduction

Traditional cultures play a vital role in shaping the identity of a nation. This esteemed element of society has the potential to assist a country in preserving its history and cultivating a sense of belonging among the citizens. Furthermore, the cultures are often rooted in the beliefs, customs, and practices of a society's ancestors. These deep-rooted values are the reasons why traditional culture is considered the “soul” of a nation.

The preservation also maintains cultural diversity, which is an important aspect of heritage. In addition to cultural preservation, traditional cultures provide a source of income through tourism and the production of traditional crafts and products, specifically when combined with modern supporting factors such as digitalization and many forms of arts, which can multiply the impacts and influence of traditional culture. They also contribute to social stability and community building by providing shared experiences and a sense of community among the citizens. Traditional knowledge and communal intellectual property are complex and multifaceted subjects that have become increasingly relevant in recent years. With globalization and the rapid pace of technological advancement, communities are increasingly concerned about protecting cultural heritage and the knowledge passed down through generations.

Traditional knowledge encompasses a wide range of information and practices closely tied to the cultural identity of communities, including traditional medicines, farming techniques, and arts. Communal intellectual property refers to the collective ownership of such knowledge, closely tied to the cultural heritage and identity of a particular community. Traditional knowledge signifies the importance of ancestral values passed down for many generations, to build the many cultures in Indonesian society. In addition, multiculturalism has a massive influence on the perception of traditional cultures as it encourages the appreciation of the cultures.

In many cases, traditional knowledge is highly valued and has been refined over generations. However, it is inadequately protected by intellectual property laws and has been exploited for commercial purposes.
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without adequate compensation or recognition for the communities.\(^8\) With the increasing globalization and technological advancements, access to traditional knowledge has become easier for commercial and other interests. Traditional knowledge has also been proven to be a valuable resource for local communities and plays a crucial role in maintaining biodiversity and sustainable development. Concerning the biggest problem, the existing legal framework does not have significant importance on traditional knowledge. Therefore, there is growing interest in developing new legal frameworks to protect traditional knowledge and communal intellectual property.

The issue of traditional knowledge and communal intellectual property is complex, and there are many different approaches to addressing the concepts. Some proponents argued that traditional knowledge should be protected through the creation of sui generis systems, which are designed to address unique needs and characteristics.\(^9\) Furthermore, existing intellectual property systems can be adapted to provide better protection for traditional knowledge, conducted by updating the existing IPR regimes to include protection.\(^10\) Another key challenge identified in the literature is the issue of defining traditional knowledge and its relationship to intellectual property.\(^11\)

Despite these challenges, there have been several successes in the protection of traditional knowledge through communal intellectual property rights. For example, the indigenous community of San in southern Africa has established a communal intellectual property system to protect traditional knowledge, including healing practices, rituals, and beliefs.\(^12\) This has helped to ensure that the cultural heritage is protected and the knowledge is used equitably and sustainably.

There have also been several legal initiatives aimed at protecting traditional knowledge, including the World Intellectual Property Organization's Intergovernmental Committee on Intellectual Property and Genetic Resources, Traditional Knowledge, and Folklore.\(^13\) This committee has been working to develop international legal norms to provide a more comprehensive and effective legal framework for the protection of this knowledge.

The literature often highlights the importance of this issue for the preservation of cultural heritage and the promotion of diversity. However, it fails to provide a
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unleashing indonesian’s traditional knowledge…

concrete legal solution to safeguard and preserve traditional knowledge as an important part of indonesia’s multicultural society. this study engages in critical and constructive discussions about the ways to protect traditional knowledge and promote cultural heritage. it increases awareness regarding the safeguarding of traditional knowledge as a crucial component of indonesian society while highlighting the challenges associated with its inadequate preservation.

method

this study used the normative legal method to analyze the internal aspects of positive laws. the method was utilized to analyze the importance of traditional knowledge and its emerging legal challenges to regulate the concept into the indonesian legal framework of intellectual property rights. to support the analysis, secondary data was employed in the form of primary law sources, namely undang-undang dasar 1945 and law no.13 of 2016 on patents (patents law). patents law as secondary data did not necessarily reflect a specific way in which traditional knowledge has to be codified. the primary source of law explained the possible structure and the technical nature of normative construction relative to the elements of traditional knowledge as a legal topic.

results and discussion

the relevancy of preserving traditional knowledge and its emerging problems in indonesia

the preservation of traditional knowledge has long been a topic of concern for many nations, including indonesia. in this southeast asian country, the concept refers to the knowledge, skills, and practices passed down from generation and are deeply rooted in the cultural identity of the indonesian people. it encompasses a wide range of areas, including agriculture, medicine, fisheries, health, and arts, and is of immense significance to the cultural identity of the nation. a multicultural society inherently possesses a wealth of traditional knowledge harnessed to advance different aspects of life.

in indonesia, traditional knowledge plays a critical role in shaping the nation’s cultural heritage and identity and is a vital source of livelihood for many of its citizens. traditional knowledge, with the process of its transmission, holds a vital place in the daily lives of many citizens, particularly in rural communities. these communities rely on this concept for their livelihoods and the maintenance of cultural traditions. for instance, traditional knowledge is employed in the development of sustainable farming practices, which provide a source of food and income for rural communities. in rural areas, the concept finds application in agricultural practices, while in urban areas, it is employed in the manufacturing of traditional crafts.
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such as batik textiles and silver jewelry. These industries make a substantial contribution to the country's economy.\textsuperscript{18}

The significance of traditional knowledge extends beyond cultural and economic considerations. Furthermore, it represents a source of resilience for communities in the face of environmental and societal challenges\textsuperscript{19}, as well as preserving the biodiversity of the region.\textsuperscript{20} The concept provides a wealth of information about the environment and its ecosystems to manage natural resources sustainably. Traditional knowledge also serves as a means of preserving the cultural heritage of communities and as a way of fostering intergenerational understanding and connection. The correlation between the two cannot be emphasized enough due to the paramount significance of sustainability, particularly as the world prepares for the imminent repercussions of climate change.

Despite its significance, traditional knowledge is increasingly under threat. The country’s rapid development and globalization have led to a decline in the use of traditional practices, and many skills and knowledge are at risk of being lost. The impact of globalization, which results in the convergence of cultures and the extensive dissemination of external knowledge, has caused the disconnection of many societies from their indigenous cultures, impeding the preservation and transfer of intergenerational knowledge.\textsuperscript{21} This loss of traditional knowledge is a cultural, economic, and environmental problem. It erodes the sustainability of traditional livelihoods and weakens the ability of the country to adapt to changing circumstances.

The emerging problems require critical examination and urgent resolution. These issues pose a threat to the nation's cultural heritage and its economic and environmental sustainability. In the case of the decline in the use of traditional practices which results in the loss of traditional knowledge. The rapid advancement of modernization and globalization has also led to the marginalization of traditional knowledge and skills often perceived as outdated and lacking practical significance in contemporary society. This predicament assumes greater magnitude as communities intricately linked to traditional knowledge cease to hold the concept in high regard, leading to its disappearance and relegation to the annals of history. The decline carries the potential to erode Indonesia's vibrant cultural heritage and undermine the resilience of communities in tackling environmental and societal challenges.\textsuperscript{22}

Another significant challenge is the exploitation of traditional knowledge by
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external entities, including multinational corporations. The concept is frequently regarded as a valuable commodity that can be commercialized, leading to its misappropriation and exploitation for profit. This exploitation undermines the cultural heritage of communities and denies the economic benefits.\textsuperscript{23} Furthermore, the exploitation is often carried out without the consent of the communities from which the knowledge originates, exacerbating the marginalization of these communities and the unsustainability of cultural heritage.

The protection of traditional knowledge is complicated by the absence of a legal framework that recognizes its unique characteristics and importance. In many cases, the concept is not considered intellectual property and is not protected by existing laws and regulations. This leaves traditional knowledge open to exploitation and erosion, highlighting the necessity for the creation of a legal framework acknowledging the importance of preserving traditional knowledge. Despite intellectual property is one of the most advanced legal domains, the concept often receives sporadic attention from the media and the government, typically reserved for commemorating specific occasions.

One of the paramount and frequently underestimated factors is the active involvement of communities in safeguarding and perpetuating the significance of cultural knowledge, regardless of its domain of value. The preservation necessitates the active participation of communities to truly understand the philosophy and cultural values of their traditional knowledge. Communities must be empowered and motivated to maintain traditional practices and pass on the knowledge to future generations. This requires the provision of education and training programs, as well as the creation of incentives to preserve cultural heritage.

One of the key challenges is the need to strike a balance between respecting the cultural heritage of communities and the protection of intellectual property rights. In Indonesia, this is particularly important given the frequent exploitation of the concept by multinational corporations and other outside interests. To ensure that traditional knowledge is protected and respected, it is necessary to develop and implement laws and regulations recognizing the unique nature of the concept. This is important to protect the important cultural, economic, and environmental well-being impacts of cultural knowledge. The government and other stakeholders must take concrete steps to protect and preserve this valuable legacy, for the benefit of present and future generations. Therefore, Indonesia can sustain its position as a proud and thriving nation, distinguished by its abundant cultural heritage and time-honored traditions.

\textbf{The Overlapping Aspects of Traditional Knowledge and Communal Intellectual Property in Indonesia}

The intersection of traditional knowledge and communal intellectual property is a complex and multifaceted topic that deserves serious intention, specifically in the context of multicultural identity. The concept encompasses a wide range of knowledge, skills, and practices passed down within indigenous communities, while communal intellectual property refers to the collective ownership and control of intangible cultural assets, such as music, art, and folklore. The relationship between the two is significant since traditional knowledge often serves as the foundation for communal intellectual

property, providing the cultural context that gives these assets meaning and significance. The overlap has important implications for the preservation and protection of these cultural assets and the communities.

Even though traditional knowledge and communal intellectual property may seem distinct, there is a significant overlap between the concepts. In many cases, traditional knowledge forms a critical component of communal intellectual property, providing the cultural context and foundation upon which these assets are built. For example, indigenous music is often rooted in the traditional knowledge of the community and reflects the beliefs, values, and practices of the community.24 Similarly, traditional medical practices often form the basis for communal intellectual property in the form of herbal remedies and treatments.25 These recent examples, considered as novel knowledge or innovative creations, can be easily registered as patents through a simplified procedure.

In response to these concerns, different international treaties and agreements have been established to protect traditional knowledge and communal intellectual property. The most notable of these is the Convention on Biological Diversity, which recognizes the important role of conserving biodiversity and protecting the rights of indigenous communities. Additionally, the World Intellectual Property Organization has established the Intergovernmental Committee on Intellectual Property and Genetic Resources, Traditional Knowledge, and Folklore, tasked with developing international legal instruments to protect these assets.26

Despite these efforts, the protection and preservation of the variables remain a challenge due to the difficulty of defining and classifying these assets.27 For example, traditional knowledge is often difficult to quantify and measure since it is often based on intangible cultural practices and beliefs. Communal intellectual property is often based on collective ownership and control, which can be difficult to define and enforce. This is where conflicting interests of local actors come into play, attributed to all kinds of peer pressure, which is not necessarily about the collective mission of preserving traditional knowledge.

There are often conflicting interests since the protection and preservation may conflict with the commercial interests of corporations and other external actors.28 An illustrative case involves the patenting of traditional medical remedies, which has sparked controversy due to corporations aiming to capitalize on the knowledge and practices of indigenous communities. However, these endeavors often neglect the appreciation of traditional communities and fail to consider their best interests.29 This raises important questions about the role of traditional knowledge and communal intellectual property in a rapidly globalizing world, as
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well as the ethical and legal implications of their exploitation and appropriation.

In the legal field, the overlapping aspect comes from the Indonesian constitution, Undang-Undang Dasar 1945, which has a serious emphasis on the importance of protecting and preserving cultural heritage as a part of national identity. The argument considered comes from the addition of Article 18B paragraph (2) and 28I paragraph (3)\(^\text{30}\), which respectively state: “Article 18B (2)-The state recognizes and respects the customary law community units with their traditional rights provided they are still alive and under the development of society and the principles of the Unitary State of the Republic of Indonesia, regulated by law, Article 28I (3)-The cultural identity and rights of traditional communities are respected under the times and civilizations.”

The Indonesian Constitution, through Article 18B Paragraph (2), affirms the state’s recognition and respect for customary law communities and their traditional rights, provided they persist and align with the principles of community development and the Unitary State of the Republic of Indonesia, as established by legal regulation. The term “customary law community” within the Constitution refers to indigenous peoples. Furthermore, “customary law community” and “indigenous people” are used interchangeably in Indonesian laws and regulations. The significance of safeguarding traditional knowledge is increasingly acknowledged as a result of the declaration of cultural identity and indigenous peoples’ rights as constitutional entitlements through the amendment of the 1945 Constitution in 2000. Article 28I paragraph (3) stipulates that the cultural identity and rights of traditional communities shall be honored under the progression of time and civilization.\(^\text{31}\)

As the basis of Indonesia’s legal framework, there is a normative obligation for the legislative bodies to make sure that the recognition of all elements in the UUID 1945, is reflected in other relevant regulations of the legal system. The conceptualization of traditional knowledge should also be reflected in a concrete form to provide legal certainty to communities\(^\text{32}\). This is essential to safeguard against potential misappropriation or exploitation by large corporations, which could ultimately diminish the cultural and practical value inherent in traditional knowledge.\(^\text{33}\)

**Figure 1. Traditional Knowledge Conceptual Intersections**

Traditional knowledge is also important since it is crucial in protecting the cultural values within a multicultural Indonesian society. The denial of the importance of this issue can lead to social unrest since it threatens the way of life of many communities, recognized as an important entity within the Indonesian legal system. Therefore, cultural sustainability as a concept
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is crucial to be considered in legal development. These concepts must be taken into consideration and implemented to ensure that traditional knowledge receives adequate protection under intellectual property rights (IPR), providing legal certainty. The approach is crucial for fostering the development of cultural sustainability, preserving authenticity, and promoting economic prosperity.

The Urgency for A Specialized Normative Construction to Protect Traditional Knowledge as Communal Intellectual Property in Indonesia

The protection of traditional knowledge is a critical issue that has been ignored. In Indonesia, this is even more problematic, because Indonesia is one of the most culturally rich countries, with countless potentials used to benefit society socially or economically.34 This problem is apparent when analyzing the issue of biopiracy.35 Traditional knowledge is often not adequately protected by existing intellectual property laws, leaving the concept vulnerable to exploitation and misuse. Furthermore, it is often passed down from generation and forms an integral part of the cultural and spiritual identity of communities. This knowledge is often not written down but transmitted orally through practical demonstration. Therefore, the concept is at risk of being lost or forgotten since communities face external pressures such as modernization, globalization, and cultural assimilation.

The exploitation of traditional knowledge also raises significant ethical and moral concerns. For example, companies may appropriate and commercialize the concept without obtaining the prior informed consent of the communities. This is particularly concerning when the commercialization involves the exploitation of medicinal plants or other resources critical for the survival and well-being of communities. Therefore, a specialized normative construction is necessary to address these challenges and to ensure the concept is protected by cultural values. This construction should be designed to balance the need to protect traditional knowledge with the need to promote the sustainable use and management of natural resources. Additionally, it should be designed to provide communities with the tools and resources to safeguard their cultural heritage and resist exploitation.

The need for a specialized normative construction to protect traditional knowledge as communal intellectual property is urgent. This is because it is an essential component of cultural heritage and diversity. Furthermore, the concept is critical for the preservation of this heritage for future generations.36 Traditional knowledge is often a critical source of livelihood for communities, and the protection is essential for the sustainable use and management of natural resources. Ensuring the protection of the concept as a valuable societal asset should align with the broader endeavor to safeguard sustainability. Traditional knowledge emphasizes the sustainable utilization of resources to


promote its principles for the benefit of present and future generations.37

The existing intellectual property regimes are not well-suited to the protection of traditional knowledge. This is because the concept often lacks the characteristics associated with intellectual property, such as the creation of new and original works. This normative restriction is reflected in Law No. 13 of 2016 on Patents (Patents Law) which states, in Article 1 number 2 “Invention is an inventor's idea translated into a specific problem-solving activity in the field of technology in the form of a product or process.”

This particular provision gives room for traditional knowledge to be considered intellectual property, as long it has the problem-solving element and is an improvement of the existing process relative to that technology. However, this potential is canceled out by the provision in Article 3 stating: “(1) A patent as referred to in Article 2a is granted for an invention that is new, contains an inventive step, and applied in the industry, (2) A simple patent as referred to in Article 2 letter b is granted for each new invention, development of an existing product or process, and can be applied in industry.”

One limitation of the current provision is the exclusive focus on new inventions, while traditional knowledge is inherently rooted in the past, having been transmitted across generations throughout culturally diverse history. Even though proving distinctiveness may be relatively simpler due to Indonesia's unique geographical position as an archipelago, the existing intellectual property regime primarily concentrates on safeguarding individual rights. Therefore, it lacks the necessary mechanisms to effectively address the multifaceted challenges associated with the protection of traditional knowledge.38

The current IPR regime does not encompass the necessary provisions to effectively address the common challenges associated with communal intellectual property, such as the difficulty in proving ownership, establishing economic incentives, and resolving individual conflicts within the community. Consequently, a normative framework needs to be developed to address these issues while considering the potential impact on existing IPR regimes. Given these challenges, Indonesia must formulate a specialized normative construction tailored to protect traditional knowledge as communal intellectual property. This construction should be built on the principles of cultural heritage and diversity, with a primary objective of promoting the sustainable utilization and management of traditional knowledge. A potential model for the protection of traditional knowledge as communal intellectual property is the indigenous community of San in southern Africa.39 The community has established a system to protect its traditional knowledge, including healing practices, rituals, and beliefs. This system ensures that cultural heritage is protected and knowledge is used equitably and sustainably. For normative construction to be efficacious, there exists no

39 Chinsembu and Chinsembu, “‘Poisoned Chalice’: Law on Access to Biological and Genetic Resources and Associated Traditional Knowledge in Namibia.”
conclusive solution concerning the construction method. The word “specialized” does not necessarily mean “sui generis” but can also be in the form of adaptation through the process of revising the existing IPR Regimes in the Indonesian legal system.

**Conclusion**

In conclusion, the urgency for a specialized normative construction aimed at safeguarding traditional knowledge since the communal intellectual property in Indonesia was evident, as supported by the findings of this study. The absence of legal mechanisms to protect traditional knowledge, as extensively discussed had the potential to give rise to legal complications. These complications resulted in the erosion of cultural integrity, engendering numerous adverse consequences for Indonesian society and its economy. Therefore, the preservation of cultural heritage, promotion of diversity, and sustainable utilization and administration of natural resources heavily relied on the imperative protection of traditional knowledge. The absence of adequate protection also led to the exploitation of traditional knowledge, which raised significant ethical and moral concerns. Moreover, the recognition of traditional knowledge implied by the Indonesian constitution needed to be addressed. A specialized normative construction was instrumental in addressing these challenges and ensuring the concept was protected. Failure to provide adequate protection resulted in the loss of valuable cultural heritage and the marginalization of communities holding this knowledge. The urgency for this normative construction cannot be overstated, and efforts had to be made to establish a comprehensive and effective protection regime for traditional knowledge in Indonesia.
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